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The magnetizations of the YBCO film with ac travelling magnetic waves of relatively short

wavelengths were studied. The results have verified that the reported “intermediate value” of the

superconducting current density [Wang et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 104(3), 032602 (2014)] was caused by

the existence of multiple transition regions in the sample: the magnetic poles induce 6JC in the pole

regions, which produces two transition regions within each wavelength k (þJC !�JC !þJC, and

vice versa, while the symbol! indicates the transition region). The current densities in the transition

region are with intermediate values, which are smaller than the critical value. In case of relatively

short wavelength, there are multiple transition regions, which occupy a large fraction of the

YBCO sample with intermediate current values. Moreover, the wavelike current distributions

might help explain the flux transportation and dc output voltage in HTS flux pump. Published
by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4976515]

AC travelling magnetic waves have positive and nega-

tive magnetic poles moving in space, they are clearly distin-

guished from homogeneous oscillating magnetic field, as the

latter has a nil magnetic gradient. In large scale applications,

such as rotational superconducting electric machines,

the superconducting stator windings are subjected to ac trav-

elling magnetic waves (rotor field) other than the homoge-

neous oscillating magnetic field. Up to date, the

magnetization problems of second-generation (2G) high tem-

perature superconducting (HTS) coated-conductor (CC) in

ac travelling magnetic waves have not been clearly under-

stood, due to limited literature on this subject. However, the

ac magnetization losses caused by ac travelling magnetic

waves is critical in the design of a superconducting electric

machine.2

The HTS flux pump technology3 faces the same magne-

tization problem, which has not been clearly answered at this

stage. In the HTS flux pump, ac travelling magnetic wave

was applied to a 2G HTS CC, while the dc output voltage

was induced in the longitudinal direction.4 This 2G HTS CC

which outputs dc voltage was named as the superconducting

stator. The superconducting stator short-circuits an HTS coil

with soldering to form a resistive close-loop. The induced dc

output voltage charges the HTS coil, and the dc current was

induced in the close-loop. The origination of the dc output

voltage can hardly be explained by the conventional theories

such as normal zone propogation,5 nor has been clearly sup-

ported by the classic magnetization model.6,7 The physics of

HTS flux pump phenomenon is still under extensive discus-

sions.8 Explanations are required from studying its unique

magnetization behaviours and vortex dynamics.

To understand the above mentioned problem, a

“circular-type magnetic flux pump” (CTMFP) device9–11

was previously built, to study the magnetization of HTS

YBa2Cu3O7-d film in ac travelling magnetic waves. In the

CTMFP experiments, both the YBCO film and the applied

field are axial-symmetric, while the magnetization behaviour

can be directly compared with the classic magnetization

model for type-II superconductor.6,7 Previously, we have

found that, the ac travelling wave compromises the pre-

established critical magnetic gradient in the YBCO sample. A

numerical model was built based on the finite-element method

(FEM) with Maxwell’s Equations and E-J power relationship,

which accurately reproduced the magnetization process. The

numerical model has shown that, the ac travelling magnetic

waves have caused the superconducting current densities with

“intermediate values,” which were smaller than its critical

value.1 In this paper, we have built an updated CTMFP

device, shortening the produced wavelengths to half and quar-

ter of the previous experiment.10 An updated numerical model

have also been built to reveal the causation of the induced

intermediate values of current densities.

Fig. 1(a) shows the two identical magnets of the updated

CTMFP device, while Fig. 1(b) shows the structure. The two

CTMFP magnets were installed co-axially, while a 2 in.

diameter YBCO film was installed in the middle gap

between the CTMFP magnets, sharing the same axis with the

magnets. The geometry of the setup is axial-symmetric. The

phase windings in the CTMFP magnets generate axial-

symmetric ac travelling magnetic waves,10 while the flux are

perpendicular to the a-b plane of the YBCO film. The

detailed experimental setup can be found elsewhere.1,10 In

the updated CTMFP magnets, the width of the teeth and slots

of each phase winding is 1.25 mm, which is one quarter of

the original CTMFP magnets.10

In this work, we defined a parameter d to describe the

relative size of the YBCO sample to the wavelength

d ¼ r=k; (1)
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while r ¼ 25 mm is the radius of the YBCO film in the

experiment; k is the wavelength of the ac travelling magnetic

wave produced by CTMFP magnets.

It is clear that, d in Eq. (1) shows the number of magnetic

pole-pairs in the superconducting region. Fig. 1(c) shows the

waveforms produced by the original and updated CTMFP

magnets, with three different wavelengths: (1) d ¼ 0:83 pro-

duced by original CTMFP10 (k ¼ 30 mm, single pole); (2)

d ¼ 1:67 produced by updated CTMFP with a six phase con-

nection (k ¼ 15 mm, three poles); (3) d ¼ 3:33 generated by

updated CTMFP in three phase connection (k ¼ 7:5 mm, six

poles). For a given field amplitude, higher d provides more

moving poles in the superconducting sample region

(r � 25 mm), along with a stronger field inhomogeneity.

The 2 in. diameter YBa2Cu3O7-d film was prepared by

Ceraco Ceramic Coating GmbH, Germany. The thickness of

the YBCO layer is 200 nm, which was deposited on Al2O3

wafer. The sample was sealed in a Tufnol holder to protect it

from humidity and scratch. The details of the YBCO film

can be found elsewhere.10 The flux densities were measured

with fifteen Hall sensors installed 1.5 mm above the sample

surface as shown in Fig. 1(b). The Hall sensor spacing is

2.5 mm. A multi-channel voltmeter Agilent U2353A was

used to acquire the Hall voltages, which was calibrated and

recorded with a Labview program.

The experiment procedure is: Step 1, the YBCO sample

was zero-field cooled in liquid nitrogen in 77 K; Step 2, the

homogeneous dc-bias field Bdc¼ 11.5 mT was applied to

fully penetrate the sample, after 30 s of flux creep, then the

magnetic flux densities were measured and recorded as

“before travelling wave” (BTW); Step 3, the axial-symmetric

ac travelling magnetic wave was applied for six cycles with

the frequency f¼ 0.1 Hz (T¼ 10.0 s); Step 4, the ac travelling

wave was turned off, and the magnetic flux densities were

measured and recorded as “after travelling wave” (ATW).

An updated numerical model was built based on the

FEM method with Maxwell’s Equations and the E � J power

relationship, to simulate the complete magnetization process

during the experiments. The governing equation is expressed

as1,11

lrl0

@H

@t
þr� qr�Hð Þ ¼ 0; (2)

while the magnetic field H ¼ ½Hr;Hz�T, which is with cylin-

drical coordinates; the non-linear E - J power law is used for

the YBCO sample, which gives its resistivity as q ¼ Jn�1EC=
JC

n, with a critical current density JC ¼ 1:87 MA=cm2, which

is comparable to a commercial 2G HTS CC; the index value

n ¼ 30, the criterion EC ¼ 10�4 V=m. The field dependence

of JC on magnetic flux density B is not considered in the

model.

In both the experiment and simulation, it was found that

the ac travelling wave was accompanied by a pulsating field

(homogeneous oscillating field) as the inverter was switched

on. This pulsating wave is undesired, which was caused by

the “end effect” that is commonly found in linear electric

machines, due to the incontinuity of the magnetic circuit.12

In the current experimental setup, this undesired pulsating

field can hardly be eliminated, while the ac field generated

by phase windings is expressed as

Bac ¼~ez Bpuls sin xtð Þ þ Btr sin
2p
k

� �
r � vtð Þ

� �� �
; (3)

while Bpuls is the amplitude of the pulsating field, x ¼ 2pf is

the angular speed, f ¼ 0:1 Hz is the frequency; Btr is the

FIG. 1. (a) the two identical magnets of the updated CTMFP device, each contains axial-symmetric phase windings and dc winding, while the width of the

teeth and slots of each phase winding is 1.25 mm; (b) the structure of the updated CTMFP; (c) the waveforms produced by the original and updated CTMFP

magnets, with three different wavelengths.
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amplitude of the ac travelling magnetic wave, k is the wave-

length, v ¼ kf is the travelling velocity.

In the numerical studies, the undesired pulsating field

Bpuls can been eliminated, and a pure ac travelling wave will

be applied, as will be discussed later.

The experimental and numerical results for d ¼ 1:67

(k ¼ 15:0 mm) and d ¼ 3:33 (k ¼ 7:5 mm) are shown in

Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. It is clear that the numerical

model has accurately reproduced the experiments in all

cases, even though the YBCO film was working in compli-

cated field conditions as described in Eq. (3). The validity of

the numerical model has been solidly verified by the experi-

ments. The strategy of the following work is to use the veri-

fied numerical model to apply a pure ac travelling wave for

the YBCO sample.

In the following numerical studies, the undesired pulsat-

ing field Bpuls was eliminated by imposing an anti-phase

homogeneous oscillating field, and a pure ac travelling wave

was applied. The homogeneous dc-bias field remains as

Bdc¼ 11.5 mT, while the amplitudes of the ac travelling

waves were all set as Btr¼ 2.0 mT for three wavelength con-

ditions (d ¼ 0:83; 1:67; 3:33). The frequency remains as

f¼ 0.1 Hz. The magnetization procedure is the same as

described in the experiment. The calculated ATW flux densi-

ties at 1.5 mm above the sample surface are shown in Fig.

3(a). The corresponding normalised superconducting current

density JSC=JC inside the sample is shown in Fig. 3(b). As

can be verified from the model, the current densities are uni-

form through the thickness of the YBCO layer, due to the

fact that the sample is very thin.

As shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), after the dc-bias field

was applied, the induced superconducting current density is

about �0:8JC cross the radius, which is about 20% smaller

than its critical current density JC, this is due to the relatively

small n - value in the E – J power relationship at 77 K, which

causes a clear flux creep after applying the dc field, and

remains stable at about �0:8JC.

Fig. 3(a) shows a clear degradation of pre-established

magnetic gradients after applying the ac travelling waves,

similar to the results in the previous CTMFP experiment.1

That is to say, the ac travelling waves tend to flatten out the

pre-established critical magnetic gradient in the YBCO film,

making the value of magnetic gradient smaller than the criti-

cal value. The magnetic gradient degrades further with the

decrease of wavelength k from 30 mm, 15 mm to 7.5 mm (d
increases from 0.83, 1.67 to 3.33). The flux density at

r¼ 0 mm reaches the highest value when d ¼ 3:33. Fig. 3(b)

shows the corresponding current density distributions, which

drastically decreased from �0:8JC to varied intermediate

values between �0:6JC and 0:6JC.

To understand why the intermediate current values

appear in the YBCO film, it should be acknowledged that this

magnetization problem is non-standard, which can hardly be

explained by the conventional magnetization model based on

homogeneous field conditions. The classic Bean’s model6 has

defined that the current density has only three possible values

in type-II superconductors with a strong pinning (index value

n!1): 0, 6JC. The popular interpretations of the Bean’s

model have presumed the field condition as k!1 or d ¼ 0,

i.e., the wavelength is much larger than the sample size,

thereby the field is homogeneous in the sample region.7 In

the Bean’s limit (k!1, d ¼ 0, n!1), when a positive

pole arrives at the sample region, it induces �JC cross the

whole sample (similar to the curve “BTW” in Fig. 3(b)).

Likewise, when a negative pole arrives, it induces þJC cross

the whole sample. However, when the field is between posi-

tive and negative poles, there exists a “transition region” in

which the current reverses direction from �JC to þJC, and

vice versa. The transition region travels with the applied field

and disappears as the next pole has arrived. The current den-

sities in the transition region are with intermediate values.

However, in the Bean’s model, the transition from �JC to

þJC is immediate, because the large index value n!1 ena-

bles a sharp transition, thus the length of the transition region

is zero. Therefore, the intermediate values are considered to

be non-existing in the hard type-II superconductor based on

the Bean’s limit.

In our experiments, there are multiple moving magnetic

poles within the sample region, because the wavelengths are

smaller than the sample size (d > 1). As discussed above,

FIG. 2. The experimental and simulating results of the sample magnetized

by the updated CTMFP in different wave conditions, the magnetic field was

measured 1.5 mm above the sample surface (a) k ¼ 15:0 mm (d ¼ 1:67); (b)

k ¼ 7:5 mm(d ¼ 3:33).
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the magnetic poles induce 6JC in the pole regions, which

produces two transition regions within each wavelength k
(þJC ! �JC ! þJC, and vice versa, while the symbol !
indicates the transition region). In our study, as the index

value of the YBCO film (n ¼ 30) does not meet the Bean’s

limit (n!1), the length of the transition region is non-

zero. Suppose the ith transition region has a length ei, which

gives a total fraction
P½2d�

i¼1 ei=r of the YBCO film with inter-

mediate values, which, causes the degradation of the pre-

established critical magnetic gradient as shown in Fig. 3(a).

To verify above argument, we picked up a random

moment during applying ac travelling waves, to show the

transient current distributions. As shown in Figs. 4(a) and

4(b), in case of k¼ 15 mm (d ¼ 1:67) and k¼ 7.5 mm

(d ¼ 3:33), the induced current densities are clearly periodi-

cal and wavelike. The induced current densities in the pole

regions reach 60:8JC. In the case k¼ 15 mm (d ¼ 1:67), as

marked in Fig. 4(a), the “wavelength” of the wavelike cur-

rent distribution is 15.0 mm, which equals to the applied

wavelength; likewise, in the case k¼ 7.5 mm (d ¼ 3:33), as

marked in Fig. 4(b), the “wavelength” of the wavelike

current distribution is 7.5 mm, which equals to the applied

wavelength.

Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) also verify that, there are two transi-

tion regions within each wavelength. The length of each

transition region is non-zero, while the current densities are

with the intermediate values. In Fig. 4(a), for d ¼ 1:67, there

are clearly three transition regions, with a total fraction

FIG. 3. The simulated results after

applying a pure ac travelling wave.

The homogeneous dc-bias field was set

as Bdc¼ 11.5 mT; the amplitudes of

the ac travelling waves were all set as

Btr¼ 2.0 mT for three wavelength con-

ditions k¼ 30 mm, 15 mm to 7.5 mm

(d ¼ 0:83; 1:67; 3:33). The magnetiza-

tion procedure is the same as in the

experiment. (a) the simulated flux den-

sities 1.5 mm above the sample surface

before (BTW) and after (ATW) the ac

travelling waves; (b) the simulated

superconducting current densities cross

the sample radius before (BTW) and

after (ATW) the ac travelling waves.

FIG. 4. Transient moments when the

ac travelling waves were applied to the

YBCO film. The waveforms are shown

at the upper diagram, while the

induced superconducting current den-

sities are shown at the lower diagram.

(a) k ¼ 15:0 mm (d ¼ 1:67); (b) k ¼
7:5 mm (d ¼ 3:33).
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P3
i¼1 ei=r of the YBCO sample with intermediate values,

which occupies a relatively small fraction of the sample.

However, in Fig. 4(b), for d ¼ 3:33, there are clearly six

transition regions, with a total fraction
P6

i¼1 ei=r of the

YBCO sample with intermediate values, which occupies a

large fraction of the YBCO sample. Meanwhile, the wave-

like current distributions also lead to a smaller average

current density compared to the critical value. Both the tran-

sition regions and the wavelike current distributions have

caused the degradation of pre-established critical magnetic

gradient as described in the experiments. The wavelike cur-

rent distributions also suggest that, the short wavelength ac

travelling wave might help transport the magnetic flux cross

the YBCO film, which might help explain the dc output volt-

age in the HTS flux pump. However, this requires a further

examination.

In this paper, we studied the magnetizations of a 2 in.

diameter YBCO film with ac travelling magnetic waves of

relatively short wavelengths, with updated CTMFP magnets

and FEM model based on Maxwell’s Equations and E � J
power relationship. The results have verified that, the

reported “intermediate value” of the superconducting current

density1 was caused by the existence of multiple transition

regions in the sample: the magnetic poles induce 6JC in the

pole regions, while the two transition regions exist within

each wavelength k (þJC ! �JC ! þJC, and vice versa,

while the symbol! indicates the transition region). The cur-

rent densities in the transition region are with intermediate

values, which are smaller than the critical value. In case of a

relatively short wavelength, there are multiple transition

regions, which cause a large fraction of the YBCO sample

with intermediate current values. Meanwhile, the wavelike

current distributions also lead to a smaller average current

density compared with the critical value. Both the transition

regions and the wavelike current distributions have caused

the degradation of pre-established critical magnetic gradient.

The wavelike current distributions also suggest that the short

wavelength ac travelling waves might help transport the

magnetic flux in the YBCO sample, which explains the dc

output voltage in HTS flux pump. However, this requires fur-

ther examination.
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